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FBI DIRECTOR COMEY: ‘Privacy not inalienable Right’

3/24/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate

Earlier this month (March 2017), FBI Director James Comey gave a speech at Boston Cyber Security Summit 2017. His Marxist speech is recorded here:

He is quoted saying:

“...but I think is true even our memories are not absolutely private in America and any of us can be compelled in appropriate circumstances to say what we remember what we saw...”

“Even our communications with our spouses, with our clergy members, with our attorneys are not absolutely private in America.”

“In appropriate circumstances a judge can compel anyone of us to testify in court about those very private communications and they're really, really important constraints on law enforcement as there should be...”

“...but the general principles one we’ve always accepted in this country there is no such thing as absolute privacy in America...” (See 37:20 in video)

This is in direct violation of the California Constitution which states: “ARTICLE 1 DECLARATION OF RIGHTS - SECTION 1. All people are by nature free and independent and have inalienable rights. Among these are enjoying and defending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining safety, happiness, and privacy.
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